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CLDADM Introducing Cisco Cloud Administration
NEW QUESTION 1
A user is tracking an order that was placed through Cisco Prime Service Catalog but was not authorized. Which option describes the status of the order?

A. denied
B. canceled
C. rejected
D. blocked
E. closed

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 2
An administrator wants to diagnose infrastructure issues in similar hosts. Which feature can be used?

A. integrated infrastructure
B. monitoring templates
C. application groups
D. event console

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 3
DRAG DROP
An engineer is integrating Cisco Prime Service Catalog with Cisco UCS Director and is looking at the roles that have been created based on those discovered in Cisco UCS Director. Drag and drop the Cisco UCS Director roles on the left to the Cisco Prime Service Catalog system-defined roles they are mapped to on the right.

A. Mastered
B. Not Mastered

Answer: A

Explanation:
NEW QUESTION 4
Which path does the administrator choose to create network policy?

A. Policies > Virtual/
B. Policies > network > vmware network policy
C. Administration > System > Virtual/H.Policies > vmware network policy
D. System > Policies > Virtual/
E. Policy > vmware network policy
F. System > Policies > vmware network policy

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 5
The cloud administrator of an enterprise organization has been asked to migrate multiple VMs from one host to another, but it must be done during off hours. Which action does the administrator execute within Cisco UCS Director to accomplish this task?

A. Migrate VM Wizard
B. Move VM Workflow task
C. Move VM Wizard
D. Migrate VM Workflow task

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 6
Which three steps are necessary when configuring a Nexus 1000V switch for use with Microsoft Hyper-V? (Choose three)

A. Create a broadcast network
B. Create a catalog and a complete logical network
C. Create a logical network
D. Create a network segment pool and associate the network segment pool to the logical network
E. Create catalog and configure IP address management.
F. Create an IP pool template.

Answer: CDE

NEW QUESTION 7
An administrator wants to customize the alert thresholds in Cisco Prime Infrastructure. Which section under system settings is used to perform this customization?

A. PI Alarms and Events
B. Configuration
C. PI Event Configuration
D. SNMP Configuration

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 8
An engineer must improve visibility into CPU utilization within a Cisco UCS environment. In which way can Cisco UCS Performance Manager provide this visibility?

A. A Linux script runs against a user-created CRON job to compile utilization reports.
B. Custom thresholds allow for monitoring performance from the dashboard.
C. Log outputs can be emailed automatically to systems administrators
D. Dependency mappings allow for visually tracking VM statistics
NEW QUESTION 9
Which three options list network management features that Cisco UCS Director provides? (Choose three.)

A. IP group and address management
B. allows to configure VLANs
C. vNICs, port groups, and port profiles
D. IP and DHCP allocation
E. QoS
F. packet sniffing

Answer: ABC

NEW QUESTION 10
Which option lists the common cloud characteristics?

A. clustered file system, clustered resources, administrative access, resource pooling, rapid elasticity, measured service
B. on-demand self-service, high performance, shared administration, resource pooling, rapid elasticity, measured service
C. on-demand self-service, broad network access, resource pooling, rapid elasticity, measured service
D. on-demand self-service, broad network access, resource pooling, multipath, measured service

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 11
Automation and orchestration are covered in which domain?

A. Domain 3
B. Domain 6
C. Domain 7
D. None of the above

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 12
The cloud administrator for an enterprise organization must ensure that each department cannot use more resources than those that have been financially approved. Which feature, available in the Cisco UCS Director chargeback module, can accomplish this task?

A. Cost Models
B. Budget Policy
C. Quota Models
D. Group Policy

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 13
Which option describes when you can log into a secondary user role profile in Cisco UCS Director?

A. as a system default profile
B. through the Administration module by selecting "users", "manage profiles", and then right-click the profile to be used
C. login with username "profile name"
D. using system advanced controls

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 14
Which four are uses of Ceilometer in OpenStack? (Choose four.)

A. Billing
B. Automation
C. Monitoring purposes
D. Accounting
E. Service request management
F. Chargeback
G. Orchestration
H. Order management

Answer: ABCD

NEW QUESTION 15
Which option can be usually determined when using host group dependency mapping to improve troubleshooting?

A. VMs communication network
B. w communication patterns of ESXi hosts
NEW QUESTION 16
A cloud administrator for an enterprise organization must pull bandwidth utilization from Cisco UCS Performance Manager. In which two ways can the administrator group the data in Cisco UCS Performance Manager? (Choose two.)

A. by storage components
B. by server components
C. by network components
D. by fabric components
E. by software components

Answer: BC

NEW QUESTION 17
A Map Report for a cloud account in UCS Director displays which of the following?

A. A color-coded heat map showing relative usage of different components within the cloud
B. Integration with Google Maps to highlight where a selected piece of infrastructure is located
C. A graphical representation of the physical compute cluster, highlighting which physical server is hosting workloads

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 18
Which option lists the four possible indicators of relative severity listed from the most to least severe?

A. red, orange, yellow, blue
B. critical, warning, error, info
C. blue, yellow, orange, red
D. info, error, warning, critical

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 19
An engineer is recording debug logs for Cisco UCS Director. What is the maximum recordable time?

A. 1 minute
B. 30 minutes
C. 1 hour
D. 24 hours

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 20
The cloud administrator of an enterprise organization must integrate Cisco Prime Service Catalog and OpenStack. Which component of Cisco Prime Services Catalog is leveraged to accomplish the integration?

A. Heat Orchestration
B. Stack Designer
C. End-User Storefront
D. Administrative Portal

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 21
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